
● Department/Committee/Cell/Cultural Clubs, Others:Student union
● Name of the activity:CELEBRITY MAKEUP AND PERSONAL STYLING
● WORKSHOP
● Name of the TIC/CONVENER/COORDINATOR/NODAL OFFICER/OTHER: Dr.

Ms shalini sharma (Convener) ,Dr Manila narzary (Co Convenor )
● Date/s (-to-) and time (-to-) of activity:March 12,2024 from 11:30 am onwards
● Collaborating agency if any: No
● Number of students :70
● Number of participants outside Kalindi College: NA.
● On March 12th, Pearl Academy orchestrated a transformative event titled "College to

Corporate Transition." The initiative catered to final-year graduating students across
all disciplines, aiming to furnish them with invaluable insights and guidance as they
transition into the professional realm.

● The event commenced with a thoughtful gesture, as guests were presented with
planters, symbolizing growth and the beginning of a new journey. This gesture set the
tone for the event, emphasizing the importance of nurturing one's professional
development.

● Throughout the day, attendees had the opportunity to participate in a series of
workshops designed to equip them with practical skills and industry knowledge.
Notable among these workshops was the "Celebrity Makeup" session conducted
by Snigdha Dua. Students had the chance to glean insights into the nuances of
makeup artistry, particularly in the context of celebrity styling, gaining firsthand
knowledge from an industry expert.

● Additionally, Parag Goswami led a styling workshop on personal branding
offering students invaluable guidance on navigating the world of fashion and
aesthetics in the corporate sphere. Through interactive sessions and practical
demonstrations, participants gained a deeper understanding of the intricacies involved
in professional styling, setting them on the path towards success in their chosen
careers.

● The event served as a pivotal platform for students to bridge the gap between
academia and industry, empowering them with the necessary tools and knowledge to
navigate the transition from college to corporate life seamlessly. With its insightful
workshops and enriching experiences, "College to Corporate Transition" by Pearl
Academy left a lasting impact on all those in attendance, inspiring them to embark on
their professional journeys with confidence and clarity.

● Networking Opportunities: Students had the opportunity to network with
industry professionals, fostering meaningful connections and potential career
opportunities.

● Q&A Sessions: Interactive Q&A sessions allowed students to seek
clarification on specific topics and receive personalized guidance from
experts.

● Feedback collected from participants indicated a high level of satisfaction with
the event, with many expressing gratitude for the invaluable advice and



resources provided.By equipping students with the necessary skills,
knowledge, and opportunities, the institution continues to nurture future
industry leaders and contribute to their success in the competitive job market.
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